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ABSTRACT 

SMaCPaD Machine is a Smart Car Park Detector Machine that can 

display number parking on the LCD to user after push the button. These 

projects present about smart car park system. This project is to ease people 

to find their car in the shopping complex car parking as this project are design 

for them to just go straight to the chosen spotted parking. 

This project is design to make people to park the car easily by 

refer to the number parking shown at the LCD. Usually when we go to 

shopping complex for sure we want to park our car but it is difficult to find 

parking site and always have to round more longer because there is no empty 

parking site. When this happen, with not thinking twice people are always just 

park overlap with other parked car in order to enter the shopping complex. 

This situation can invite fights between car owners. So to prevent this from 

happening, this system is very useful and easier for them to park car by refer 

the given number parking that is shown on the ticket. 

There are some of objective for this project. This project is to ease the 

user to get parking site to park the vehicle by go to directed parking space. No 

need to look in circles for looking for a spot, but just follow the number on the 

LCD display. Beside that, it can save the time in searching vacant parking. 

This is because the user just go to the parking site by follow the number 

parking on the LCD display. Last but not least, the user can save the usage of 

the fuel. They no need to round more longer looking for empty parking space. 

The smart parking system have a benefit to the user. It assists the 

user to park their vehicles quickly and easily at the directed parking space. 

This system helps to reduce amount of time in finding for an available parking 

that user have spent. Shorten the time taken to park the vehicles can save the 



usage of fuel because no need to drive from lane to lane, zone to zone and 

level to level to search for a parking space. 

In this project, the connection between the push button and the LCD 

is when the user press the push button, the LCD will display the parking 

number. The LCD can display the number parking because of the IR sensor 

on the parking space send information to the microcontroller. So, the LCD can 

give number parking that still empty. The function of LED for this project is 

when all the parking space is full, the red LED will lights on while the green 

LED shows that there is still have available parking to be filled by the users. 

Next is about micro servo motor and IR sensor. The servo motor is to 

move the bar backwards and downwards. When the user press the push 

button and get the parking number that display by LCD, the bar will went up 

and go down about 90 degree as the car has passed through it. In addition, 

when the car entered the parking space, the IR sensor will detect it presence 

and directly send the information to the microcontroller. It also inform to the 

microcontroller to the LED that if the parking space is full, the red LED will 

turns on means the car cannot enter the level of parking lot. So they need to 

go another level which has the green lights of LED. The coding or programme 

of this project is very important to make this project perfectly succeed. 


